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Introduction. Let Q be a set endowed with a a-field of its
and denote by
subsets such that each single point set {x} is in
the set of probability measures on (Q, ). Suppose we are given a
kernel A.(x, F) indexed by f e with the form"
1.

Az(, _F)=

f(dz), F

A,’",n(, 1-’)f(dx).

,

and assume that the following 8 conditions are satisfied.
( i ) For each >_1, x, x,..., x Q, A,’",(x, .) is a bounded
signed measure on (Q, ) which is nonnegative outside {x} and has
ero total mass.
A,’",(x, F) is a measurable func(ii) For each > 1, F e
tion of (z, x,
x), symmetric in (x,
xD when x is fixed, and
x).
A,’",(x, {x}) is measurable in (x, Xl,

,

...,

(iii)

,

q-

...,
...,

q< eo, where q-

sup

A,’",(z, Q-{z}).

n=l

We are concerned with the following nonlinear equation"
du(t) --Au(t),
u(O+ )-- f
dt
where the initial value f and the solution u, for each t >0, are in

(1.1)

...

and (Au)(. )--

n

[J

Au(x, )u(dx).
Q

Denote by Q (!) the n-fold product space Q... Q (a-field
) of Q (), and let A be a linear operator from the space
O bounded signed measures on (Q, n) into itself defined by
(Anu)(l)

u(dx
Qn

where ,()
ii ...i N

i, i,

dxn)

n
N=I

- .
,()

i,l,...,i N

(,’’’’)(x, F),

Q

is the sum with respect to all (i, i,..., i) such that

..., i are all different and 1<_i, i, ..., i<_n; Zr is the indicator

)(x,
function of F e n, and the notation (*,’",
.x) stands for

..,

(,,’",)(x,
dx)(.., x_, x, x+,
’N
Consider the linear equation for n--2, 3,

..."

) or
")

(x,
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dun(t)

AuAt), uAO +)- fn,
dt
where f denotes the n-fold outer product f (R)... (R)f of the same f in
(1.1). The propagation of chaos, first discovered by Kac [1] for the
1-dimensional Maxwellian gas, asserts that the solution u(t) of (1.2)
of
tends as n c to the infinite outer product u(t)--u(t)(R)u(t)(R)
the solution u(t) of (1.1). The proof of this is our object. In this
direction, H. P. McKean [2] [3] first pointed out that Kac’s propagation of chaos should hold for a wide class of Markov processes with
nonlinear generators. As for Markov processes of pure jump type
with nonlinear generators, D. P. Johnson [4] studied the 2-state case
(Q--{+_I}), and T. Ueno [5] treated the general state case. In both
cases the following condition (A0) is assumed:
(1.2)

,

(A0) there exists a constant L such that nq<_p !L, p--l, 2,
In this and the subsequent papers, the condition (A0) will be replaced
by the following weaker condition (A):
dt
c
(A)
for

s s (0, 1),

q--, qt
and the propagation of chaos will be proved as a convergence theorem
for certain linear semigroups. In the arguments, a simple branching
model is involved, and the condition (A) means that this branching
process does not blow up. Full proofs will be published elsewhere.
2. Linear semigroups associated with the equation (1.1). We
introduce several notations. Let q be the Banach space o bounded
n-measurable real valued functions on Qn with the supremum norm
II, and regarding e n as a function on the infinite product space
Q-Q Q
set q- [D and let q be the completion o
with

...,

respect to the supremum norm. We set,
the closure

and

ti

:

or each p-0, 1, ...,

o

freach(x’’’’’x)eQ’ andf
.(x, ..., x, x+, x/., ...)f(dX/l)f(dx+)

=/;

0

this is a Banach space with the usual induced norm

(t?) the natural
IIllv=infll. For O_p, P_P2, denote by
mapping from q (q) onto
(q), and set $-t?(q), q-t?(q).

.

The integral of a function
by (f,
Also, for q5

.(p(x,
=.l’.l"
when p-0,

with respect to a measure f is denoted
feP, we set (f, qS}(x,
x)

eq,

., x, x/, x/,
we write simply

...,

.)f(dx/)f(dx/O.. ., where e ;
(f, } for the above. Finally we in-

, ,
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troduce a multiplication (R)( e +,) for
lows. Ife,e,weset

e

and

e
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as fol-

-+,{(x,..., x, x,+, x+,,...)(x+,..., x+,,
x+,+, x+,+, ...)}.
Then, this definition makes sense, since the right hand side does not
depend upon a particular choice of the representatives
of and

We introduce a linear operator D"
by

,

,

for each p--0, 1,

.

...,

,

It can be proved that the right hand side depends only on e
but
not on a particular choice of e
Now, our task in this section is
to construct a semigroup {H} on
with generator D (or more precisely, certain closed extension o2 D) under the condition (A). Since
D is unbounded, we need some tricks or this. Denote by O the
direct sum Q+Q+.... The restriction onto Qn O a function
deor ()n, and we set O--{" n e 0 for each
fined on Q is denoted by
is a Frchet space with seminorms I]l]n-- max ]]]1, nl.
nl}.
We next rewrite the kernel A(J,"’,)(x, F)"
A,’",)(x, F)--q{H(x, x, ..., x, F)--(x, F)}
where

n(X’ Xl’

xe F
q{qn + A’"")(x, {x})}, F--{x},

q;A’,"’,(x, F),

"’’’ Xn’ ):

and define a linear operator

(D)(Xl,

..., x)=

D" O by

k-p -1

q_,_H__(x, x++,
m=l

i=l

-kq
Let {} be the semigroup on
the usual exponential sum.

ye

fine

by

or

kp+ 1
for lkp+ l.
with generator D this is obtained by

For

e

such that

y-0(x, ...,x)}.

--

argument is the following relation between

or
the

e

such that

..., x,

]]]

The key point in our

D and D"

n-0 except or finitely many n,

and this implies

formal ormula"

(2.1)

0=

D

0=

, we de-

D

--Ht

.

Under the assumption (A) this formal argument can actually be
made rigorous, and we can define a linear operator
on
by the
left hand side of (2.1), which has nice properties as will be summarized

H
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in the following theorem.

Theorem 1o Under the assumption (A), for each p--0, 1,...,
{H} is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on and has the
following properties.
i) HI--1
ii) lim t-(Hdf--dp)--ndf for

p

, ,,

to

iii) H/,((R))--(H)(R)(H,) for e
e
and in particular, {H} is a multiplicative semigroup on the Banach
algebra qo.
iv) HOp,=Opp,H, if
the formula
v) For each f e

,
,

(f, H-(u(t),

,

---0o,

defines a probability measure u(t) which is the unique solution
the formula
vi) For each f e
(f, Hl(x)-(Px(t, x, .),

,

of (1.1).

--0,

defines a probability measure Px(t, x, .); (P](t, x, .)} satisfies the Kolmogorov-Chapman equation"

Px(t+ s, x, F)--[J Q P(t, x, dy)Pu(t)(s, y, F)
and u(t,

F)--[J Px(t, x, F)f(dx) is the solution of (1.1).
Q

Remark.
{H} and {H}.

(H} for p 2 does not have much sense compared with
Also, {H} determines {H} for all p >0 by iii) and iv).
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